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VVIEWPOINTIEWPOINT
Welcome to the second issue of Welcome to the second issue of LatitudeLatitude. The response so far to the first issue has been outstanding, . The response so far to the first issue has been outstanding, 

and itand it’’s very exciting to see such positive feedback so far. Adding s very exciting to see such positive feedback so far. Adding LatitudeLatitude marks the completion of one marks the completion of one 
of the nine goals of our 2007 Operations Plan.of the nine goals of our 2007 Operations Plan.

This past month we also began making progress on another ofThis past month we also began making progress on another of our goals: adding retired aircraft to our goals: adding retired aircraft to 
SimAirline.net. NorthwestSimAirline.net. Northwest’’s retirement of the DCs retirement of the DC--10 early in the month saw that type easily available; 10 early in the month saw that type easily available; 
five other retired aircraft are available through Discontinued Ffive other retired aircraft are available through Discontinued Flights at this time. Additional retired lights at this time. Additional retired 
aircraft types will be added to our virtual airlines in the comiaircraft types will be added to our virtual airlines in the coming months, with preliminary plans detailed ng months, with preliminary plans detailed 
in one of this monthin one of this month’’s articles.s articles.

Unfortunately, the past month saw us forced to close Air BeUnfortunately, the past month saw us forced to close Air Berlin Virtual at the request of the real rlin Virtual at the request of the real 
airline. This is the second time that this has happened to us; tairline. This is the second time that this has happened to us; the first was when we were forced to close he first was when we were forced to close 
our US Airwaysour US Airways--based virtual airline in August 2000. However, as I mentioned labased virtual airline in August 2000. However, as I mentioned last month, we will be st month, we will be 
replacing Air Berlin Virtual with another Germanyreplacing Air Berlin Virtual with another Germany--based virtual airline in the future, after our currently based virtual airline in the future, after our currently 
planned expansion is complete. We have not yet determined what aplanned expansion is complete. We have not yet determined what airline this replacement would be irline this replacement would be 
based on.based on.

Until our German replacement does come online, we still havUntil our German replacement does come online, we still have numerous options for flights to and e numerous options for flights to and 
from Germany: Pan American Virtual offers domestic flights from from Germany: Pan American Virtual offers domestic flights from Berlin Berlin TempelhofTempelhof, , shorthaulshorthaul routes routes 
are still operated to 18 of our 21 German destinations, and longare still operated to 18 of our 21 German destinations, and longhaul flights are available, both via our haul flights are available, both via our 
Lufthansa codeshare agreement and our own airlines, to Berlin TeLufthansa codeshare agreement and our own airlines, to Berlin Tegel, Cologne/Bonn, Dusseldorf, gel, Cologne/Bonn, Dusseldorf, 
Frankfurt, Hamburg, Munich, and Stuttgart.Frankfurt, Hamburg, Munich, and Stuttgart.

To help offset the loss of Air Berlin, Hong Kong Virtual, bTo help offset the loss of Air Berlin, Hong Kong Virtual, based on Cathay Pacific Airways and ased on Cathay Pacific Airways and 
Dragonair, will be opening ahead of schedule and without completDragonair, will be opening ahead of schedule and without completing our monthly goals for it. ing our monthly goals for it. 
Following that, Aeroflot Virtual is next in line to be added.Following that, Aeroflot Virtual is next in line to be added.

January also saw the successful opening of January also saw the successful opening of 
our newest virtual airline, Frontier Virtual, our newest virtual airline, Frontier Virtual, 
based in Denver. In this issue of based in Denver. In this issue of Latitude,Latitude, youyou’’ll ll 
be able to read about the newest addition to be able to read about the newest addition to 
the SimAirline.net family of virtual airlines.the SimAirline.net family of virtual airlines.

Finally, IFinally, I’’d like to congratulate all of our pilots d like to congratulate all of our pilots 
for their outstanding flying last month. We posted for their outstanding flying last month. We posted 
record numbers of flight hours (8696:12 vs. record numbers of flight hours (8696:12 vs. 
8377:51) and hours per active pilot (22:57 vs. 8377:51) and hours per active pilot (22:57 vs. 
20:54). Both records were highly unexpected, and 20:54). Both records were highly unexpected, and 
are truly admirable. Well done to all of you.are truly admirable. Well done to all of you.

Happy Flying!Happy Flying!

Aaron RobinsonAaron Robinson
aaron.robinson@simairline.netaaron.robinson@simairline.net
AOL Instant Messenger: AOL Instant Messenger: SimAirlineNetSimAirlineNet

Air Berlin Virtual has closed, but Air Berlin Virtual has closed, but 
will be accepting PIREPs through will be accepting PIREPs through 
the end of the month.the end of the month.

Sam Lambert
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NNEWS EWS BBRIEFSRIEFS
US Airways Increases Bid for Delta, Withdraws OfferUS Airways Increases Bid for Delta, Withdraws Offer
US Airways withdrew its hostile takeover bid for Delta Air LinesUS Airways withdrew its hostile takeover bid for Delta Air Lines after the creditorafter the creditor’’s committee failed to reply or make positive moves by a 1 s committee failed to reply or make positive moves by a 1 
February deadline set by US Airways Chairman and CEO Doug ParkerFebruary deadline set by US Airways Chairman and CEO Doug Parker. Earlier in the month, US Airways upped its bid from $8.6 billi. Earlier in the month, US Airways upped its bid from $8.6 billion to on to 
$10.2 billion. The proposal was quickly rejected by Delta$10.2 billion. The proposal was quickly rejected by Delta’’s board, which noted that s board, which noted that ““it does not address significant concerns...raised about the it does not address significant concerns...raised about the 
initial US Airways proposal and, in fact, would increase the debinitial US Airways proposal and, in fact, would increase the debt burden of the combined company by yet another $1 billion.t burden of the combined company by yet another $1 billion.”” A hearing before A hearing before 
the U.S. Senate Commerce and Transportation Committee late in ththe U.S. Senate Commerce and Transportation Committee late in the month saw Parker face tough questions from senators about layoe month saw Parker face tough questions from senators about layoffs and ffs and 
Delta CEO Gerald Grinstein, who helped oversee one of the most sDelta CEO Gerald Grinstein, who helped oversee one of the most successful airline mergers in history and called the proposal uccessful airline mergers in history and called the proposal ““the poster child the poster child 
for the worst kind of merger.for the worst kind of merger.”” Upon US AirwaysUpon US Airways’’ withdrawal, Grinstein called the creditorswithdrawal, Grinstein called the creditors’’ support support ““a proud day for the thousands of Delta a proud day for the thousands of Delta 
people, customers, communities, civic leaders, and others whopeople, customers, communities, civic leaders, and others who……said, emphatically, said, emphatically, ‘‘Keep Delta My Delta.Keep Delta My Delta.’”’”

Northwest Buys Mesaba, Pinnacle Buys Northwest Buys Mesaba, Pinnacle Buys ColganColgan
Northwest Airlines has reached an agreement to buy out Mesaba AiNorthwest Airlines has reached an agreement to buy out Mesaba Airlines for $145 million. Mesaba currently operated 46 Saab 340s rlines for $145 million. Mesaba currently operated 46 Saab 340s as as 
Northwest Airlink. Pinnacle Airlines, NorthwestNorthwest Airlink. Pinnacle Airlines, Northwest’’s other Airlink partner, announced the purchase of s other Airlink partner, announced the purchase of ColganColgan Air, a turboprop operator, for $20 Air, a turboprop operator, for $20 
million. million. ColganColgan Air currently operates flights as Continental Connection, UniteAir currently operates flights as Continental Connection, United Express, and US Airways Express, diversifying the companyd Express, and US Airways Express, diversifying the company’’s s 
partners.partners.

Frontier Taps Republic for Regional FlyingFrontier Taps Republic for Regional Flying
Frontier Airlines selected Republic Airlines to operate 17 EmbraFrontier Airlines selected Republic Airlines to operate 17 Embraer 170s as Frontier er 170s as Frontier JetExpressJetExpress starting in March, with the final aircraft to begin starting in March, with the final aircraft to begin 
operating in December 2008. Horizon Air has already begun returnoperating in December 2008. Horizon Air has already begun returning its nine CRJing its nine CRJ--700s at Frontier to its own operations, with the last 700s at Frontier to its own operations, with the last 
departing in December. The agreement extends through 2018, with departing in December. The agreement extends through 2018, with an option by Frontier to extend the contract through 2024.an option by Frontier to extend the contract through 2024.

DOT Awards New China Rights to UnitedDOT Awards New China Rights to United
In possible the most anticipated route award of the year, the U.In possible the most anticipated route award of the year, the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) awarded United Airlines wiS. Department of Transportation (DOT) awarded United Airlines with the right th the right 
to fly daily Washington Dullesto fly daily Washington Dulles--Beijing service, beating out American AirlinesBeijing service, beating out American Airlines’’ Dallas/Ft. WorthDallas/Ft. Worth--Beijing, Continental AirlinesBeijing, Continental Airlines’’ NewarkNewark--Shanghai, Shanghai, 
and Northwest Airlinesand Northwest Airlines’’ DetroitDetroit--Shanghai proposals. In its decision, the DOT narrowly chose UnitShanghai proposals. In its decision, the DOT narrowly chose United over Continental because United was ed over Continental because United was 
offering the largest aircraft and was opening a new gateway to Coffering the largest aircraft and was opening a new gateway to China. Continental has filed an objection to the DOT ruling. Delthina. Continental has filed an objection to the DOT ruling. Delta has already a has already 
applied for Atlantaapplied for Atlanta--Shanghai service in 2008, despite originally intending to apply Shanghai service in 2008, despite originally intending to apply for Beijing, and the four other carriers are also expected to for Beijing, and the four other carriers are also expected to 
submit applications for additional service.submit applications for additional service.

Northwest Files Reorganization PlanNorthwest Files Reorganization Plan
Northwest Airlines filed its reorganization plan, planning to emNorthwest Airlines filed its reorganization plan, planning to emerge from bankruptcy in the second quarter of the year. Under therge from bankruptcy in the second quarter of the year. Under the plan, e plan, 
unsecured creditors will receive common stock, while shareholderunsecured creditors will receive common stock, while shareholders will receive nothing. The full reorganization plan will be revs will receive nothing. The full reorganization plan will be revealed on 15 ealed on 15 
February. February. ““Over the past sixteen months, we have achieved the three key objOver the past sixteen months, we have achieved the three key objectives we set for our restructuring: We have removed $2.4 billiectives we set for our restructuring: We have removed $2.4 billion on 
in annual costs from the business, we have restructured our fleein annual costs from the business, we have restructured our fleet and entered into new aircraft purchase agreements, and we havet and entered into new aircraft purchase agreements, and we have significantly significantly 
strengthened our balance sheet,strengthened our balance sheet,”” said President and CEO Doug said President and CEO Doug SteenlandSteenland..

Trial on Swissair Collapse OpensTrial on Swissair Collapse Opens
Former management of Swissair are on trial in Zurich over the coFormer management of Swissair are on trial in Zurich over the collapse of Swiss national icon Swissair in October 2001. The charllapse of Swiss national icon Swissair in October 2001. The charges include ges include 
false accounting and criminal mismanagement. At the time of its false accounting and criminal mismanagement. At the time of its grounding, Swissair had debts of SFr 17 billion ($13.7 billion),grounding, Swissair had debts of SFr 17 billion ($13.7 billion), the largest failure the largest failure 
in the countryin the country’’s history. Experts do not predict that any prison sentences wills history. Experts do not predict that any prison sentences will be administered, but do foresee fines of some sort.be administered, but do foresee fines of some sort.

ExpressJet to Start Independent OperationsExpressJet to Start Independent Operations
ExpressJet Airlines, the formerly whollyExpressJet Airlines, the formerly wholly--owned subsidiary of Continental Airlines, will begin independentowned subsidiary of Continental Airlines, will begin independent regional services to twentyregional services to twenty--four cities four cities 
starting in March. The move comes after Continental opted not tostarting in March. The move comes after Continental opted not to have ExpressJet operate 69 ERJhave ExpressJet operate 69 ERJ--145XRs under the Continental Express 145XRs under the Continental Express 
banner. At least fortybanner. At least forty--four of the aircraft will be devoted to the new airline, while ffour of the aircraft will be devoted to the new airline, while fifteen will operate corporate charter flights.ifteen will operate corporate charter flights.

British Airways Strike AvertedBritish Airways Strike Averted
British Airways reached a lastBritish Airways reached a last--minute agreement for a new twominute agreement for a new two--year contract with its cabin crews represented by the Transport year contract with its cabin crews represented by the Transport & General & General 
Workers Union. The airline was able to fully reverse plans to caWorkers Union. The airline was able to fully reverse plans to cancel all flights out of London Heathrow and all domestic and Eurncel all flights out of London Heathrow and all domestic and European flights opean flights 
from London Gatwick on 30 and 31 January . T&G also planned to wfrom London Gatwick on 30 and 31 January . T&G also planned to walk out for two threealk out for two three--day periods in early February.day periods in early February.

Jet Airways Announces U.S. ServiceJet Airways Announces U.S. Service
After a two year delay, Jet Airways will finally begin service tAfter a two year delay, Jet Airways will finally begin service to the U.S. later this year. The airline will serve Newark via Bro the U.S. later this year. The airline will serve Newark via Brussels beginning in ussels beginning in 
August and San Francisco via Shanghai starting in November. The August and San Francisco via Shanghai starting in November. The delay was a result of claims that the airline was linked to terrdelay was a result of claims that the airline was linked to terrorist activities.orist activities.
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Delayed DepartureDelayed Departure
The most controversial airline in America has yet to receive itsThe most controversial airline in America has yet to receive its air air 
operator certificate. What does SimAirline.net think about the ioperator certificate. What does SimAirline.net think about the issues ssues 
surrounding Virgin America? Heresurrounding Virgin America? Here’’s a look at the arguments against s a look at the arguments against 
Virgin America and our response.Virgin America and our response.

The U.S. needs fewer airlines, not more.The U.S. needs fewer airlines, not more.
The U.S. is all about the virtues of the free market. New airlinThe U.S. is all about the virtues of the free market. New airlines should be free to start so long as they es should be free to start so long as they 
are fit to do so. In addition, Virgin America has demonstrated iare fit to do so. In addition, Virgin America has demonstrated its plans for an innovative new product ts plans for an innovative new product 
in domestic airline service. To not approve Virgin America, shouin domestic airline service. To not approve Virgin America, should its restructured ownership be ld its restructured ownership be 
acceptable, would be to stifle service improvement in an industracceptable, would be to stifle service improvement in an industry in need of new ideas to produce y in need of new ideas to produce 
greater consumer benefits.greater consumer benefits.

Virgin America would be a violation of U.S. law because it is foVirgin America would be a violation of U.S. law because it is foreignreign--owned and foreignowned and foreign--
controlled.controlled.
Virgin America has already announced changes to its application,Virgin America has already announced changes to its application, including dropping one of the Virgin including dropping one of the Virgin 
GroupGroup’’s three seats on the Board of Directors, the Virgin Group has gis three seats on the Board of Directors, the Virgin Group has given up numerous veto rights ven up numerous veto rights 
and relaxed restrictions on the Virgin brand name, and restructuand relaxed restrictions on the Virgin brand name, and restructured its ownership to meet the red its ownership to meet the 
requirement of 25% of voting control.requirement of 25% of voting control.

Virgin America would be bad for employees because Chairman Don CVirgin America would be bad for employees because Chairman Don Carty and CEO Fred Reid arty and CEO Fred Reid 
have poor labor records.have poor labor records.
The 3,000 planned employees of Virgin America are all opting to The 3,000 planned employees of Virgin America are all opting to work for the airline under their own work for the airline under their own 
free will. Despite the improving fortunes of airlines in recent free will. Despite the improving fortunes of airlines in recent years, there are still thousands of airline years, there are still thousands of airline 
workers seeking jobs in the industry. In addition to directly crworkers seeking jobs in the industry. In addition to directly created jobs, Virgin America estimates it eated jobs, Virgin America estimates it 
will be indirectly responsible for an additional 50,000 jobs thrwill be indirectly responsible for an additional 50,000 jobs throughout the country.oughout the country.

Virgin America would be more Virgin America would be more ‘‘AmericanAmerican’’ if they opted to fly Boeing, not Airbus.if they opted to fly Boeing, not Airbus.
American, Frontier, American, Frontier, JetBlueJetBlue, Northwest, United, and US Airways all operate Airbus equipment, Northwest, United, and US Airways all operate Airbus equipment, and , and 
four of the six aforementioned major airlines have more Airbus afour of the six aforementioned major airlines have more Airbus aircraft than Boeing. No one is ircraft than Boeing. No one is 
accusing these airlines of being unaccusing these airlines of being un--American by ordering aircraft from foreign manufacturers.American by ordering aircraft from foreign manufacturers.

Cameron Bowerman
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Where the Wild Things AreWhere the Wild Things Are

Tim Samples

Even at first glance, one can tell that Even at first glance, one can tell that SimAirline.netSimAirline.net’’ss
newest virtual airline, Frontier Virtual, is different. While newest virtual airline, Frontier Virtual, is different. While 
it operates a primarily hubit operates a primarily hub--andand--spoke network similar to spoke network similar to 
that at other U.S. airlines, itthat at other U.S. airlines, it’’s unique in that each aircraft s unique in that each aircraft 
is different from each other.is different from each other.

Every aircraft sports a different animal on its tail, Every aircraft sports a different animal on its tail, 
reflecting back on the airlinereflecting back on the airline’’s slogan, s slogan, ““A whole different A whole different 
animal,animal,”” which Frontier also sees as representative of which Frontier also sees as representative of 
their desire to provide a differenttheir desire to provide a different——and betterand better——kind of kind of 
airline.airline.

““In many ways, Frontier Virtual is the epitome of In many ways, Frontier Virtual is the epitome of 
what SimAirline.net tries to offer as what SimAirline.net tries to offer as ‘‘Virtual Airlines of Virtual Airlines of 
Choice,Choice,’”’” Managing Director Aaron Robinson points Managing Director Aaron Robinson points 
out. out. ““SixtySixty--two unique aircraft to choose from is pretty two unique aircraft to choose from is pretty 
difficult to replicate.difficult to replicate.””

When (the second) Frontier Airlines began operations When (the second) Frontier Airlines began operations 
in 1994, it decided to paint animals on the tails of its in 1994, it decided to paint animals on the tails of its 
aircraft as a way to differentiate themselves and to aircraft as a way to differentiate themselves and to 
provide unique branding. With just a few aircraft, a provide unique branding. With just a few aircraft, a 
different animal was even painted on each side to make different animal was even painted on each side to make 
people think the airline was bigger than it actually was.people think the airline was bigger than it actually was.

The tails on the airlineThe tails on the airline’’s 737s, its original aircraft,  s 737s, its original aircraft,  
were just animals found in that region, since the airlinewere just animals found in that region, since the airline’’s s 
slogan at the time was slogan at the time was ““The Spirit of The West.The Spirit of The West.”” Now Now 
FrontierFrontier’’s tails feature animals from everywhere the s tails feature animals from everywhere the 
airline flies, including ones that live in the ocean.airline flies, including ones that live in the ocean.
Today Frontier operates an allToday Frontier operates an all--Airbus fleet, and was theAirbus fleet, and was the

worldworld’’s first operator of the A318, and the only virtual s first operator of the A318, and the only virtual 
airline at SimAirline.net to operate the type.airline at SimAirline.net to operate the type.

Frontier Frontier JetExpressJetExpress, operated by Horizon Air, flies , operated by Horizon Air, flies 
CRJCRJ--700s, but these are being phased out in favor of 700s, but these are being phased out in favor of 
Republic AirlinesRepublic Airlines’’ Embraer 170s. A recently formed Embraer 170s. A recently formed 
subsidiary, Lynx Aviation, will begin operating Dash 8subsidiary, Lynx Aviation, will begin operating Dash 8--
400s in May on shorter routes, likely within Colorado 400s in May on shorter routes, likely within Colorado 
and to neighboring states..and to neighboring states..

““We selected Frontier to be included in We selected Frontier to be included in 
SimAirline.net primarily because of the attractive and SimAirline.net primarily because of the attractive and 
immense diversity it offered,immense diversity it offered,”” explains Robinson. explains Robinson. 
““However, the ability to offer additional service in the However, the ability to offer additional service in the 
Western United States, a region noticeably weaker when Western United States, a region noticeably weaker when 
compared to the East, was a definite plus.compared to the East, was a definite plus.””

““Frontier opens up many new routes in the United Frontier opens up many new routes in the United 
States,States,”” says Frontier Manager Nick Anderson. says Frontier Manager Nick Anderson. ““It also It also 
gives us an opportunity to fly the only Airbus aircraft we gives us an opportunity to fly the only Airbus aircraft we 
don't currently offer.don't currently offer.””

Frontier recently became the newest major airline in Frontier recently became the newest major airline in 
the U.S., surpassing the $1 billion annual revenue the U.S., surpassing the $1 billion annual revenue 
threshold set by the Department of Transportation. threshold set by the Department of Transportation. 
Although the airline still reported a small net loss for the Although the airline still reported a small net loss for the 
most recent quarter, it expects that it would have shown most recent quarter, it expects that it would have shown 
a profit were it not for two major snowstorms that hit a profit were it not for two major snowstorms that hit 
Denver in December, forcing the airline to cancel 875 Denver in December, forcing the airline to cancel 875 
flights.flights.



Although night curfews are largely an unknown in the Although night curfews are largely an unknown in the 
U.S., they are major factors to airline operations in the U.S., they are major factors to airline operations in the 
rest of the world. Concerns over noise pollution have rest of the world. Concerns over noise pollution have 
prompted local politicians, especially in Europe, to place prompted local politicians, especially in Europe, to place 
operations significant restrictions on airport usage in the operations significant restrictions on airport usage in the 
early and late hours of the day.early and late hours of the day.

While these curfews affect very few flights, they have While these curfews affect very few flights, they have 
proven somewhat costly for airlines. Early arriving flights proven somewhat costly for airlines. Early arriving flights 
to Europe from Asia and the Americas can sometimes to Europe from Asia and the Americas can sometimes 
arrive early because of favorable winds, but instead opt arrive early because of favorable winds, but instead opt 
to reduce their speed since they would have to enter a to reduce their speed since they would have to enter a 
holding pattern otherwise.holding pattern otherwise.

Other airports simply have special nighttime Other airports simply have special nighttime 
operating procedures, where aircraft are requested to operating procedures, where aircraft are requested to 
follow certain arrival or departure tracks, or in some follow certain arrival or departure tracks, or in some 
cases, to not use certain types of aircraft. Violation of cases, to not use certain types of aircraft. Violation of 
these regulations often results in the airline receiving a these regulations often results in the airline receiving a 
fine from the airport authority. Many older aircraft types, fine from the airport authority. Many older aircraft types, 
such as 727s, 737such as 727s, 737--200s, and DC200s, and DC--9s were 9s were hushkittedhushkitted in in 
the late 1990s to allow them to meet stricter noise the late 1990s to allow them to meet stricter noise 
regulations, often referred to as Chapter 3.regulations, often referred to as Chapter 3.

SimAirline.net pilots should be aware of any night SimAirline.net pilots should be aware of any night 
curfews that apply to the airports they are flying to, curfews that apply to the airports they are flying to, 
especially for overnight flights. An excellent resource is especially for overnight flights. An excellent resource is 
BoeingBoeing’’s s Airport Noise RegulationsAirport Noise Regulations reference, located at reference, located at 
http://www.boeing.com/commercial/noise/list.htmlhttp://www.boeing.com/commercial/noise/list.html. A . A 
summary of noise restrictions for the busiest airports in summary of noise restrictions for the busiest airports in 
the world is provided there.the world is provided there.

Many airports have aircraft restrictions based on the Many airports have aircraft restrictions based on the 
Effective Perceived Noise in Decibels (Effective Perceived Noise in Decibels (EPNdBEPNdB), a ), a 
measure of how loud an aircraft sounds given a listenermeasure of how loud an aircraft sounds given a listener’’s s 
distance. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) distance. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
provides a summary of aircraft provides a summary of aircraft EPNdBEPNdB ratings atratings at
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http://www.airweb.faa.gov/Regulatory_and_Guidance_http://www.airweb.faa.gov/Regulatory_and_Guidance_
Library/rgAdvisoryCircular.nsf/0/0c7e20b642c8f8fc862Library/rgAdvisoryCircular.nsf/0/0c7e20b642c8f8fc862
56e3700761828/$FILE/ac3656e3700761828/$FILE/ac36--1h.pdf1h.pdf. Below we. Below we’’ll see ll see 
what the restrictions for a British Airways 777 arriving at what the restrictions for a British Airways 777 arriving at 
London Heathrow are.London Heathrow are.

First, weFirst, we’’ll look at Heathrowll look at Heathrow’’s noise regulations through s noise regulations through 
BoeingBoeing’’s s Airport Noise RegulationsAirport Noise Regulations reference. It explains reference. It explains 
that QC/4 aircraft (96+ that QC/4 aircraft (96+ EPNdBEPNdB) may not be scheduled ) may not be scheduled 
between 2330 and 0600. QC/4. However, the reference between 2330 and 0600. QC/4. However, the reference 
notes that we can add 9 notes that we can add 9 EPNdBsEPNdBs for arrivals, so the for arrivals, so the 
actual limit is 105 actual limit is 105 EPNdBsEPNdBs..

British Airways uses four different types of engines on British Airways uses four different types of engines on 
their 777s, so wetheir 777s, so we’’ll need to consider all four cases and ll need to consider all four cases and 
find the approach find the approach EPNdBEPNdB levels using the FAA levels using the FAA 
document. document. 

TypeType EngineEngine EPNdBEPNdB
777777--200200 GE90GE90--76B76B 97.697.6
777777--200ER200ER GE90GE90--85B85B 97.897.8
777777--200ER200ER GE90GE90--90B90B 97.897.8
777777--200ER200ER Trent 895Trent 895--1717 99.299.2

Because all of British AirwaysBecause all of British Airways’’ 777s meet the 105 777s meet the 105 
EPNdBEPNdB level, they can ignore the curfew restrictions. level, they can ignore the curfew restrictions. 
Older British Airways aircraft such as 747Older British Airways aircraft such as 747--200s or DC200s or DC--
10s however, would be forced to abide by the 10s however, would be forced to abide by the 
restrictions.restrictions.

Do you have ideas for additional training topics youDo you have ideas for additional training topics you’’d d 
like to see in Latitude? If so, please let us know at like to see in Latitude? If so, please let us know at 
latitude@simairline.netlatitude@simairline.net..

Training Special: Night Curfews Training Special: Night Curfews 

Maukto Sutani



VA SVA SPOTLIGHTPOTLIGHT

““The WorldThe World’’s s FavouriteFavourite Airline,Airline,”” while no longer while no longer 
EuropeEurope’’s largest (having been succeeded by Air Frances largest (having been succeeded by Air France--
KLM), remains one of the most successful in the world, KLM), remains one of the most successful in the world, 
posting a posting a ££451 million ($785 million) profit last year.451 million ($785 million) profit last year.

Since 1977, British Airways has been the biggest Since 1977, British Airways has been the biggest 
beneficiary of the Bermuda II Agreement between the U.K. beneficiary of the Bermuda II Agreement between the U.K. 
and U.S., restricting traffic rights and giving British and U.S., restricting traffic rights and giving British 
Airways a dominant position on its most important routes.Airways a dominant position on its most important routes.

Consider that the only two U.S.Consider that the only two U.S.--U.K. routes the airline U.K. routes the airline 
does not have the largest market share on are Londondoes not have the largest market share on are London--
Chicago and LondonChicago and London--Dallas, routes served by global Dallas, routes served by global 
partner American Airlines.partner American Airlines.

In large part due to British Airways, London Heathrow In large part due to British Airways, London Heathrow 
every year serves more international passengers than any every year serves more international passengers than any 
other airport. British Airways currently splits its Heathrow other airport. British Airways currently splits its Heathrow 
operations between Terminals 1, 3, and 4, but come next operations between Terminals 1, 3, and 4, but come next 
March, it will be moving to the underMarch, it will be moving to the under--construction construction 
Terminal 5 at the west end of the airport.Terminal 5 at the west end of the airport.

In addition to its mainline operations, British Airways In addition to its mainline operations, British Airways 
maintains franchise partners that specialize in specific maintains franchise partners that specialize in specific 
regions and routes: BMED focuses on thin routes to regions and routes: BMED focuses on thin routes to 
Africa, the Middle East, and West Asia; Comair flies from Africa, the Middle East, and West Asia; Comair flies from 
Johannesburg to African destinations; GB Airways offers Johannesburg to African destinations; GB Airways offers 
leisure routes to the Mediterranean; Loganair flies leisure routes to the Mediterranean; Loganair flies 
turboprops within Northern Ireland and Scotland; and Sunturboprops within Northern Ireland and Scotland; and Sun--
Air operates from Air operates from BillundBillund in Demark.in Demark.

In recent years, British Airways has withdrawn most of In recent years, British Airways has withdrawn most of 
its regional services and franchise partners in continental its regional services and franchise partners in continental 
Europe in favor of focusing on its more profitable longEurope in favor of focusing on its more profitable long--haul haul 
routes. The recent sale of the majority of BA routes. The recent sale of the majority of BA ConnectConnect’’ss

Network (formerly British Airways Network (formerly British Airways CitiExpressCitiExpress) to regional ) to regional 
operator operator FlybeFlybe has meant the disappearance of nearly all has meant the disappearance of nearly all 
regional U.K. flyingregional U.K. flying——except at SimAirline.net, where they except at SimAirline.net, where they 
will continue to be offered.will continue to be offered.

Although British Airways has had a long and Although British Airways has had a long and 
contentious history with archcontentious history with arch--rival Virgin Atlantic Airways, rival Virgin Atlantic Airways, 
the two recently partnered to support Londonthe two recently partnered to support London’’s s 
successful bid for the 2012 Summer Olympics.successful bid for the 2012 Summer Olympics.

Looking forward, British Airways is currently mulling Looking forward, British Airways is currently mulling 
over replacement plans for its longhaul fleet and has not over replacement plans for its longhaul fleet and has not 
dismissed many options. Under consideration are the dismissed many options. Under consideration are the 
A330, A350, A380, 747A330, A350, A380, 747--8I, additional 777s, and the 8I, additional 777s, and the 
787. However, British Airways CEO Willie Walsh has 787. However, British Airways CEO Willie Walsh has 
made it clear that the airlinemade it clear that the airline’’s pension deficit must be s pension deficit must be 
addressed before any new aircraft are ordered.addressed before any new aircraft are ordered.

Interesting Facts:Interesting Facts:
--British Airways is the largest 747British Airways is the largest 747--400 operator in the 400 operator in the 
world, with 57 of the type.world, with 57 of the type.
--The British Airways name was originally flown from 1935The British Airways name was originally flown from 1935--
9, until it merged with Imperial Airways to form BOAC.9, until it merged with Imperial Airways to form BOAC.
--British AirwaysBritish Airways’’ claim as claim as ““The WorldThe World’’s s FavouriteFavourite AirlineAirline””
comes from the fact that they carry the most comes from the fact that they carry the most 
international passengers.international passengers.
--British Airways is one of only two airlines to operate the British Airways is one of only two airlines to operate the 
A320A320--100, which has no winglets.100, which has no winglets.

A 777-200ER departing New York

A 747-400 over the Atlantic
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In previous years, In previous years, SimAirline.netSimAirline.net’’ss virtual airlines have said virtual airlines have said 
farewell to several aging but wellfarewell to several aging but well--loved aircraft types that have loved aircraft types that have 
been retired due to their age or poor fuel economics: the been retired due to their age or poor fuel economics: the 
RJ85, 727, 737RJ85, 727, 737--200, 747200, 747--200, DC200, DC--10, and MD10, and MD--11, to name but 11, to name but 
a few.a few.

However, the 2007 Operations Plan called for a return to However, the 2007 Operations Plan called for a return to 
many of these aircraft types, offering pilots the opportunity tomany of these aircraft types, offering pilots the opportunity to
fly them on flights that, like the aircraft themselves, are no fly them on flights that, like the aircraft themselves, are no 
longer operated in real life.longer operated in real life.

““WeWe’’re very excited to be able to offer our pilots the re very excited to be able to offer our pilots the 
chance to fly some very popular aircraft types that are sadly chance to fly some very popular aircraft types that are sadly 
no longer flown by the worldno longer flown by the world’’s leading airlines,s leading airlines,”” says says 
Managing Director Aaron Robinson. Managing Director Aaron Robinson. ““In fact, weIn fact, we’’ve actually ve actually 
had this for many years, but not on the scale we plan on had this for many years, but not on the scale we plan on 
offering now. Virgin Atlantic sold its A321 and cut its offering now. Virgin Atlantic sold its A321 and cut its 
LondonLondon--Athens flights in 2001, but these have been in Athens flights in 2001, but these have been in 
operation at SimAirline.net ever since, to name just one operation at SimAirline.net ever since, to name just one 
example.example.””

Although only a few types are currently available, 10Although only a few types are currently available, 10--20 20 
more will be offered by the end of the year. However, more will be offered by the end of the year. However, 
Robinson notes that Robinson notes that ““adding aircraft is really dependent on adding aircraft is really dependent on 
finding a discontinued route that the aircraft operated on. We finding a discontinued route that the aircraft operated on. We 
have to have schedules that they actually flew.have to have schedules that they actually flew.””

Some pilots recently proposed being able to fly these Some pilots recently proposed being able to fly these 
aircraft on any route the aircraft once operated, but this wouldaircraft on any route the aircraft once operated, but this would
have been much harder to implement. have been much harder to implement. ““In our Annual Survey, In our Annual Survey, 
we discovered that pilots who would fly retired aircraft are we discovered that pilots who would fly retired aircraft are 
generally those who fly Discontinued Flights anyways,generally those who fly Discontinued Flights anyways,”” points points 
out Robinson.out Robinson.

SimAirline.net is optimistic about expanding the list SimAirline.net is optimistic about expanding the list 
further, but is in need of additional older timetables to make further, but is in need of additional older timetables to make 
that a reality. Robinson is planning on attending this yearthat a reality. Robinson is planning on attending this year’’s s 
Airliners International convention this July in Kansas City. He Airliners International convention this July in Kansas City. He 
attended last year and was able to obtain numerous old attended last year and was able to obtain numerous old 
timetables that have added to timetables that have added to SimAirline.netSimAirline.net’’ss Discontinued Discontinued 
Flights, and now, the retired aircraft program.Flights, and now, the retired aircraft program.

Mike Bajcar

Retired AircraftRetired Aircraft
Currently AvailableCurrently Available

Continental VirtualContinental Virtual
Aircraft: McDonnell Douglas DCAircraft: McDonnell Douglas DC--1010--3030
Retired: 2001Retired: 2001
Route: NewarkRoute: Newark--DusseldorfDusseldorf

Delta VirtualDelta Virtual
Aircraft: Boeing 727Aircraft: Boeing 727--200200
Retired: 2003Retired: 2003
Routes: eight domestic routes, more coming soonRoutes: eight domestic routes, more coming soon

Northwest VirtualNorthwest Virtual
Aircraft: Avro RJ85Aircraft: Avro RJ85
Retired: 2006Retired: 2006
Routes: three domestic routesRoutes: three domestic routes

Aircraft: McDonnell DouglasAircraft: McDonnell Douglas DCDC--1010--3030
Retired: 2007Retired: 2007
Routes: ten transatlantic and transpacific routesRoutes: ten transatlantic and transpacific routes

Aircraft: Shorts 360Aircraft: Shorts 360
Retired: 2005Retired: 2005
Routes: intraRoutes: intra--Mariana Islands flightsMariana Islands flights

Virgin International Airways Virgin International Airways –– Virgin AtlanticVirgin Atlantic
Aircraft: Airbus A321Aircraft: Airbus A321
Retired: 2001Retired: 2001
Routes: London (Gatwick and Heathrow)Routes: London (Gatwick and Heathrow)--AthensAthens

Classics of the SkiesClassics of the Skies



ZRH at the height of SwissairZRH at the height of Swissair’’s historys history

HHUBUB FFOCUSOCUS
Zurich Airport (ZRH/LSZH)Zurich Airport (ZRH/LSZH)

SwitzerlandSwitzerland
Swissair serves Basel, Geneva, and Swissair serves Basel, Geneva, and LuganoLugano from Zurich.from Zurich.

EuropeEurope
In addition to Swissair, Alitalia, AOM, British Airways, IcelandIn addition to Swissair, Alitalia, AOM, British Airways, Icelandair, KLM, air, KLM, 
and Virgin Express together fly to 77 airports in 29 countries.and Virgin Express together fly to 77 airports in 29 countries.

North AmericaNorth America
Air Canada, Continental, Delta, and Swissair offer service to twAir Canada, Continental, Delta, and Swissair offer service to two cities o cities 
in Canada, eleven in the United States, and two in the Caribbeanin Canada, eleven in the United States, and two in the Caribbean..

AsiaAsia
Air Canada, Emirates, Korean Air, Swissair, and Thai fly to 30 cAir Canada, Emirates, Korean Air, Swissair, and Thai fly to 30 cities in ities in 
24 countries.24 countries.

AfricaAfrica
South African and Swissair both offer service to Johannesburg, wSouth African and Swissair both offer service to Johannesburg, while hile 
Swissair also flies to sixteen other cities in fifteen countriesSwissair also flies to sixteen other cities in fifteen countries..

South AmericaSouth America
Swissair and Varig fly to Buenos Aires, Rio de Janeiro, Sao PaulSwissair and Varig fly to Buenos Aires, Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo, and o, and 
Santiago.Santiago.

Charles Falk

1010

Zurich Airport, located in Zurich Airport, located in KlotenKloten, , 
is Switzerlandis Switzerland’’s largest airport and s largest airport and 
was the primary hub for Swissair. was the primary hub for Swissair. 
Today Zurich serves as SwissToday Zurich serves as Swiss’’ hub.hub.

The airport opened its new Dock The airport opened its new Dock 
Midfield terminal in 2003 along with Midfield terminal in 2003 along with 
an automated underground train to an automated underground train to 
move passengers from the main move passengers from the main 
terminal.terminal.

Zurich Airport is one of the most Zurich Airport is one of the most 
beautiful airports to go spotting at beautiful airports to go spotting at 
because of the nearby Swiss Alps. because of the nearby Swiss Alps. 
The airport, well aware of its The airport, well aware of its 
popularity in this regard, encourages popularity in this regard, encourages 
spotters to visit and makes it spotters to visit and makes it 
convenient to do so, increasing its convenient to do so, increasing its 
popularity even further.popularity even further.

Fifteen of Fifteen of SimAirline.netSimAirline.net’’ss virtual virtual 
airlines serve Zurich. Together they airlines serve Zurich. Together they 
offer service to 146 airports in 77 offer service to 146 airports in 77 
countries.countries.
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Content submissions for Content submissions for The Tail SectionThe Tail Section are encouraged and should be directed to are encouraged and should be directed to latitude@simairline.netlatitude@simairline.net..
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A Look Back at SimAirline.net Through the YearsA Look Back at SimAirline.net Through the Years
For some reason, February has been host to a number of importantFor some reason, February has been host to a number of important events events 
in in SimAirline.netSimAirline.net’’ss history. Herehistory. Here’’s a brief look back at how far wes a brief look back at how far we’’ve come in ve come in 
the last seven years.the last seven years.

February 2000 February 2000 –– John John KrahnertKrahnert and Aaron Robinson first meet. The two would and Aaron Robinson first meet. The two would 
later go on to found what would eventually become SimAirline.netlater go on to found what would eventually become SimAirline.net..

February 2001 February 2001 –– The height of The height of ““virtual airports,virtual airports,”” a shorta short--lived concept that saw lived concept that saw 
virtual airlines affiliate with airports in their networks. Midwvirtual airlines affiliate with airports in their networks. Midway and Virgin were ay and Virgin were 
members of numerous virtual airports.members of numerous virtual airports.

February 2002 February 2002 –– A loose organization ofA loose organization of
virtual airlines becomes SimAirline.net aftervirtual airlines becomes SimAirline.net after
free hosting on the domain name is offeredfree hosting on the domain name is offered
by a U.K.by a U.K.--based web hosting company.based web hosting company.

February 2003 February 2003 –– Delta Virtual opens, andDelta Virtual opens, and
starting the next month, becomes the moststarting the next month, becomes the most
popular of popular of SimAirline.netSimAirline.net’’ss virtual airlines.virtual airlines.

February 2004 February 2004 –– Alaska Airlines asks SimAirline.net to remove the Alaska logo fAlaska Airlines asks SimAirline.net to remove the Alaska logo from rom 
its site, but with no effect on the virtual airlineits site, but with no effect on the virtual airline’’s operations.s operations.

February 2005 February 2005 –– SimAirline.net expands its postSimAirline.net expands its post--2005 expansion plans, confirming 2005 expansion plans, confirming 
that a Russian virtual airline and an additional virtual airlinethat a Russian virtual airline and an additional virtual airline would be added, an would be added, an 
eventual total of 36.eventual total of 36.

February 2006 February 2006 –– Testing of the new roster system begins, with the system openinTesting of the new roster system begins, with the system opening g 
two months later.two months later.

Oh, the Places YouOh, the Places You’’ll Go (on Emirates)!ll Go (on Emirates)!
Unlike most airlines, Emirates maintains Unlike most airlines, Emirates maintains 
special flight offerings for even its youngest special flight offerings for even its youngest 
customers. The airline recently announced customers. The airline recently announced 
it was updating its goodie bags for children it was updating its goodie bags for children 
to include one of five stuffed animals, to include one of five stuffed animals, 
themed based on the destination, and one themed based on the destination, and one 
of ten stories by Dr. Seuss.of ten stories by Dr. Seuss.


